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Acoustic properties of two types of soft tissue-like media were measured as a function of
compressive strain. Samples were subjected to uniaxial strains up to 40% along the axis of the
transducer beam. Measurements were analyzed to test a common assumption made when using
pulse-echo waveforms to track motion in soft tissues—that local properties of wave propagation and
scattering are invariant under deformation. Violations of this assumption have implications for
elasticity imaging procedures and could provide new opportunities for identifying the sources of
backscatter in biological media such as breast parenchyma. We measured speeds of sound,
attenuation coefficients, and echo spectra in compressed phantoms containing randomly positioned
scatterers either stiffer or softer than the surrounding gelatin. Only the echo spectra of gel media
with soft scatterers varied significantly during compression. Centroids of the echo spectra were
found to be shifted to higher frequencies in proportion to the applied strain up to 10%, and increased
monotonically up to 40% at a rate depending on the scatterer size. Centroid measurements were
accurately modeled by assuming incoherent scattering from oblate spheroids with an eccentricity
that increases with strain. While spectral shifts can be accurately modeled, recovery of lost echo
coherence does not seem possible. Consequently, spectral variance during compression may
ultimately limit the amount of strain that can be applied between two data fields in heterogeneous
media such as lipid-filled tissues. It also appears to partially explain why strain images often
produce greater echo decorrelation in tissues than in commonly used graphite–gelatin test
phantoms. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1414703#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Cs, 43.35.Bf@FD#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of acoustic wave propagation in hetero
neous media1 can successfully explain many aspects of
trasonic scattering measurements in soft biological tiss
when essential material properties are known.2 Except for
blood, we know little about the exact anatomical microstru
ture that scatters ultrasound. We know that energy is r
rected at spatial fluctuations in medium mass densityr and
bulk compressibilityk. Furthermore, compressibility fluctua
tions Dk5k2k̄ for collagen and elastin are ofte
substantial3 with respect to the spatial averagek̄, whereas
the corresponding density fluctuations, e.g., from lipid-fill
structures, are less but significant: values fork̄Dr/rDk have
been measured in the range of 0 to 0.5 for blood, liver, a
skeletal muscle.4,5

Coupling this information with mathematical analys
that link scatterer size to ultrasonic frequency spectra,6,7 in-
vestigators have studied the inverse problem of identify

a!Electronic mail: mfinsana@ucdavis.edu
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scattering structures8 and thus are able to trackin vivo
changes in the microvascular diameter below the diffract
limit for diagnostic wavelengths.9,10 Ultimately, similarities
between matched ultrasonic and histological measurem
are used to verify the sources of scattering based on s
number density, and collagen content. In this paper we
scribe another discriminating scattering feature that may
useful in defining scattering sources—changes in the c
troid of the backscattered echo spectrum with the amoun
applied strain.

The idea for this study originated during early elastic
imaging experiments designed to investigate relationsh
between large- and small-scale viscoelastic properties
tissue-like media.11 It is essential that local acoustic prope
ties be invariant under strain if we are to obtain accurate t
delay estimates from echo correlation analysis. Specifica
the microscopic spatial distribution of tissue bulk moduli th
dominates scattering properties in soft tissues must be un
related with the macroscopic spatial distribution of tiss
shear moduli that determines the appearance of st
3243243/9/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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images.12 Only then can echo correlation provide a reliab
method for tracking object motion.

In this paper we summarize a series of experiments
volving two classes of materials originally developed
Madsenet al. as ultrasound phantoms.13 Type I materials are
glass-sphere-in-gelatin suspensions and type II materials
oil-droplet-in-gelatin dispersions. The diameter ranges
glass microspheres in the type I samples are either s
~35–75mm! or large~150–180mm!. All glass microspheres
are randomly positioned and much stiffer than the surrou
ing gelatin. Type II materials contain oil spheres dispers
randomly throughout the gelatin. The mean oil sphere dia
eter varies in different samples between 20 and 400mm. At
room temperature, the oils are liquids, similar to the lipid
body temperature, and therefore much softer than the
rounding gelatin.

We measured speeds of sound, attenuation coefficie
and backscattered echo spectra for each sample up t
MHz and for applied uniaxial stresses producing strains u
0.4. Samples were compressed in a plane normal to the
planar surface such that all points on the surface were
placed the same amount along2x3 ~Fig. 1!. No attempt was
made to match the acoustic properties of the gel sample
specific body tissues. Instead, we sought to produce sam
with sound speed, attenuation, and backscatter feat
within the range of values reported for human soft tissue14

The results below indicate the reliability of echo tracking
a broad range of deformations for tissue-like media, and s

FIG. 1. The apparatus for measuring acoustic properties of cylindr
samples is illustrated~top!. The force was applied downward against
immobile Lucite block by the Lexan layer deforming the sample~bottom!.
The sound-absorbing~SOAB! rubber was included during backscatter me
surements and removed during speed and attenuation measurement
transducer beam axis was oriented normal to and scanned parallel t
Lucite block surface through the Lexan.
3244 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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gest a new method for identifying the anatomical sources
bioacoustic scattering.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Type I Materials.15 One-hundred twenty grams of anim
hide gelatin~type A, 275 bloom, Fisher Scientific, Hampto
NH! were mixed into each liter of a 6%n-propanol-in-water
solution at room temperature. The mixture was placed i
29 mm Hg vacuum for a few minutes to remove gases. T
beaker of dissolved, degassed gelatin was then heate
45 °C in a water bath for about 90 min until it became tran
lucent. The clear gelatin solution was removed from the h
glass microspheres~Potters Industries, Inc., Valley Forge
PA! as specified in Table I were added and thoroughly mix
with a spoon, and the beaker was cooled to 30 °C wh
stirring. The liquid glass–gel mixture was poured into a c
lindrical mold 7.5 cm in diameter and 2.5 cm in heigh
sealed, and rotated at 1 rpm overnight. Congealed sam
were removed from the molds and stored at room temp
ture in a sealed container with a small amount of propan
water solution to minimize desiccation. Samples 1 and 2
Table I are type I. Samples A and B~see Sec. III! are also
type I, but have no added scatterers.

Type II Materials.13 More of the clear gelatin solution
described above was heated in a water bath to 70 °C. Ins
of glass microspheres, 250 ml of an oil were emulsified in
each liter of liquid gelatin by vigorous mixing with a spoo
The different types of oils used in this study are listed
Table II. Care was taken to prevent introducing air wh
mixing. The emulsion was cooled to 30 °C before bei
poured into the cylindrical molds and rotated in room
overnight. After congealing and removal from its mold,
inspection microscope was used to measure the averag

al

The
the

TABLE I. Type I materials: Glass-in-gel suspensions.

Sample

Glass sphere
diameter

~mm!
Mass
~g/l!

Sound speed
at 2.5 MHz

~m/s!

Atten. coefficient
~dB/cm!

at 2.5/5.0/7.5/10.0 MHz

1 35–75 33.3 1590 0.74/1.88/3.83/6.91
2 150–180 6.67 1575 0.47/1.10/1.67/2.71

TABLE II. aType II Materials: Oilb-in-gel dispersions.c

Sample
Oil
type

Oil conc.
~ml/l!

Sound speed
~m/s! at 2.5 MHz

Atten. coefficient~dB/cm!
at 2.5/5.0/7.5/10.0 MHz

3 corn 250 1557 1.18/3.69/6.90/10.78
4 motor 250 1556 0.87/3.68/7.56/11.79
5 peanut 250 1561 0.95/3.72/6.85/10.65
6 mineral 250 1567 0.87/2.86/5.03/7.47

aThe acoustic properties listed in Tables I and II are for uncompres
samples. Averaging attenuation coefficients for samples 3–5 gives the
lowing least-squares fit to a second-order polynomial between 0 and
MHz, where we includea~0!50 dB/cm: a3 – 5( f )520.125310.3700f
10.0760f 2. The fits for samples 1 and 2 yield, respectively,a1( f )
520.003410.0659f 10.0619f 2, and a2( f )520.140710.1925f
10.0087f 2.

bThe motor oil was SAE 10W30.
cData from two corn-oil samples were obtained. The two samples are
ferred to as sample 3 and sample 38 in the figures.
Insana et al.: Ultrasonic properties of random media
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ameter of oil drops visible from the surface of the collo
now a dispersion. Samples 3–6 in Table II are type II.

Strain. In the following, we report an engineering stra
e85(L02L)/L0 as that resulting from the compressiv
stress applied.16 L0 is the initial sample height along th
compression axis,x3 in Fig. 1, andL is the instantaneou
height. If the stiffness of the sample is uniform throughout
volume, thene8 approximates the spatial derivative of di
placement alongx3 , i.e., e8.]u3 /]x3 .

Strain for the finite displacements used in this study
defined in the Lagrangian frame as17

e335
]u3

]x3
1

1

2 F S ]u1

]x3
D 2

1S ]u2

]x3
D 2

1S ]u3

]x3
D 2G . ~1!

e33 is the Lagrangian strain tensor that describes deforma
of a unit volume along thex3 axis. If the derivatives are
small, then e33.]u3 /]x3 , the infinitesimal strain tensor
which is approximatelye8 for homogeneous media.]u3 /]x3

is not small in this study. Nevertheless, we usee8 to specify
the strain for convenience. Readers can convert between
grangian and engineering strains usinge33.e8(11e8/2).

Measurement geometry has a large influence on ste
state deformation patterns in stressed samples, often m
than material properties such as elastic modulus and P
son’s ratio n. For these nearly incompressible med
parallel-plate compressor geometry, full-slip boundary c
ditions, and quasistatic measurement conditions, sample
ume is conserved. We treat samples under these conditio
Hookean elastic solids,17 so thate115e2252ne33.

Acoustic measurements. Measurements were made
distilled/degassed water at room temperature~between 18.8
and 20.461 °C! with the apparatus diagrammed in Fig.
The transducers had one circular PZT element, 19 mm
diameter, that was focused at f/2.8~videoscan immersion
Panametric, Waltham, MA!. Two transducers with nomina
frequencies 3 and 10 MHz were used in this study. T
samples were deformed by uniformly displacing the top s
face of the sample downward a known amount64 mm. Ap-
plied forces were held several minutes before record
waveforms to minimize variability caused by viscous cre
With the possible exception of the mineral oil sample, ea
test sample contained a sufficient number of scatterers
resolution volume~.5–10! to be considered an incohere
scattering source.

A pulse-echo variation on the narrow-band-throug
transmission substitution technique described by Mad
et al.13 was used to measure sound speed and attenua
Sinusoidal pressure bursts were transmitted through
sample and reflected at normal incidence at the surface
5-cm-thick Lucite block. The sound-absorbing~SOAB! layer
shown in Fig. 1 was removed. The duration of the volta
burst that excited the transducer was adjusted betwee
and 20 cycles to avoid reverberations. The transduc
reflector distance remained unchanged during the experim
and was approximately equal to the radius of curvature of
spherically focused transducers. The compressive force
applied to the sample through a 1-mm thick Lexan layer t
was rigidly attached to the compressor assembly. This la
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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may have flexed slightly during compression; a 1-mm fle
ure at e850.4 corresponds to a210% strain error for 25-
mm-thick samples.

We recorded measurements of echo phasef and ampli-
tudeA near the center of the voltage burst as viewed from
digital oscilloscope display. The phase was estimated fr
the time shift in a zero crossing near the center of the bu
M510 independent measurement pairs (Am ,fm), 1<m
<M , were obtained after scanning the transducer at 2-
lateral increments with the sample in place. Only five pha
measurements were used to estimate sound speed whi
ten were used to estimate attenuation. One reference m
surement pair (A0 ,f0) was recorded with the sample re
moved. Wave properties in the latter case are determi
entirely by the distilled water, but, in both situations, the th
Lexan layer used to compress the sample remained in pl

The substitution technique involves an expression
the speed of sound in a sample,c(e8,T) (m/s), as a function
of e8, measurement temperatureT (°C), speed of sound in
water18 c0(T) (m/s), sample thicknessd(e8) (m), and mean
temporal phase shift introduced by placing the sample in
sound beam Df (s)5((m51

M fm)/M2f0 . Writing
Df(e8,T)52d(e8)@1/c(e8,T)21/c0(T)# and rearranging
terms, we find

c~e8,T!5
2d~e8!c0~T!

2d~e8!1c0~T!Df~e8,T!
. ~2!

Attenuation coefficients, a( f ,e8,T), at frequency
f (MHz) were found from the ratio of peak-to-peak bur
amplitudes with@A5((m51

M Am)/M # and without (A0) the
sample in place and sample thicknessd via

a~ f ,e8,T!5
10

d~e8!
log10

A~ f ,e8,T!

A0~ f ,T!
. ~3!

Castor oil was used as a standard sample to calibrate att
ation estimates.13 Large-amplitude sinusoids were transm
ted, yet the amplitude was not so large as to violate linea
and agreement~63%! with published values for attenuatio
in castor oil: 0.834f 5/3 (dB/cm) at 20 °C.19

Following measurements of sound speed and atten
tion, echo spectra were recorded. We digitized 10.24ms echo
time series generated by the backscatter of broadband p
within a sample. The transmitted pulse duration was appro
mately two cycles, producing a26-dB bandwidth of 60% of
the peak frequency for pulses reflected from a Lucite surf
in water at 20 °C. A Panametrics~Waltham, MA! pulser–
receiver Model 5052UA was used.M was increased to 25
waveforms, each digitized at 8 bits and 53107 samples/s to
give N5512 points per waveform. Adjusting the transduce
sample distance, we placed the center of the time series a
radius of curvature of the transducer. A SOAB layer w
used as shown in Fig. 1 to reduce reverberations.

The magnitude of the discrete Fourier transformuG@k#u,
0<k<N/221, was computed using a fast Fourier transfo
algorithm.20 From the set of recorded time series,gme@n#,
0<n<N21, at each strain valuee8, we estimated the mea
frequency spectrum,
3245Insana et al.: Ultrasonic properties of random media
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uGe@k#u5
1

M (
m51

M U (
n50

N21

gme@n#e2 i2pkn/NU. ~4!

The summation overM waveforms yields an approximatio
to an ensemble average.21

Echo spectra shown in Sec. III below describe a shif
the peak value ofuGe@k#u with increasinge8. We summarized
changes in echo spectra by a scalar value obtained from
timates of the normalized first moment or spectralcentroid,22

f c~e8!5D f
(k50

N/2 kuGe@k#u
(k50

N/2 uGe@k#u
, D f 5

1

NT
, ~5!

where T is the sampling interval, in this case 20 ns. T
centroid indicates any monotonic weighting of spectral v
ues, such as those expected for a change in the scatt
function with e8.

Statistical analysis. We state our confidence that acou
tic parameters vary as a function of engineering straine8
using the following analysis. The meanȳ and varianceŝy

2

are sample moments of the~assumed! normally distributed
parametery, and are computed fromM uncorrelated mea
surements. The expected value,E$y%, will fall within the
interval23

ȳ2
ŝytM21;g/2

AM
<E$y%< ȳ1

ŝytM21;g/2

AM
, ~6!

with 100~12g! percent confidence. Settingg50.01, we find
the 99% confidence interval. Values found outside of t
interval are assumed to be from a different distribution.
used look-up tables23 and experimental parameters to find t
threshold valuetM21;g/2 that determines the probabilit
Pr(tM21.tM21;g/2)5* tM21;g/2

` p(t)dt5g/2. tM21 is the stu-

dent t statistic;t9;0.00553.250 andt4;0.00554.604.
Intersample attenuation coefficients varied widely. Co

sequently, we normalizeda~e8! values relative to that a
e850 to findb(e8)5a(e8)/a0 for studyinge8 dependences

FIG. 2. An illustration of sample deformation. Stiff scatterers redistrib
but do not deform during uniaxial compression. Soft spherical scatte
redistribute and deform into oblate spheroids during deformation. Scatte
are not to scale.
3246 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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Assuming the attenuation estimates at different values oe8
are independent and that the variancesa

2 is independent of
e8, then the uncertainty inb is found by propagating error
according to24

sb5Fsa
2 S ]b

]a D 2

1sa0

2 S ]b

a0
D 2G1/2

5
sa

a0
A11b2. ~7!

The error bars in Fig 4 are examples ofsb .
Centroid predictions. It is reasonable to assume that so

scatterers in compressed samples will deform in the man
of the surrounding gelatin~Fig. 2!. Changes in the ultrasoni
echo spectrum may be predicted if we understand how
backscatter spectrum from oblate spherical oil droplets va
with eccentricity. Oils in type II samples are approximate
spherical with radiusr 0 before compression. After deforma
tion into oblate spheroids, the minor axis will ber 15(1
2e8)r 0 for 0<e8,1. To conserve volume, the major ax
must therefore ber 25r 0 /A(12e8), so the eccentricity is
A12(r 1 /r 2)25A12(12e8)3. Fortunately expressions tha
describe scattering from an acoustically soft oblate sphe
are available. See Appendix A for details.

We computed scatter fields from one oblate spheroid
sonated with many plane waves at frequencies in the tra
ducer bandwidth. Assuming that only incident waves a
scattered~single-scatter Born approximation1! and that the
scatter field at the receiving aperture is entirely incohere
we integrated the exact numerical solution for the press
field at frequencyf, i.e., pf(x,t,e8) from Appendix A. The
integration is over the transducer aperture to find the
force at the surface.25 The net force was multiplied by a
Gaussian pulse-echo system response,H( f ) ~Appendix B!,
computed for the same frequencies, and then integrated
frequency to give the echo signal samplesg̃e@n#. Taking the
discrete Fourier transform and finding the magnitude, we
rive at the predicted echo spectrum,uG̃e@k#u. Finally, the
predicted spectral centroid,f̃ c(e8), was computed from Eq
~5!, whereuG̃e@k#u replaceduGe@k#u.

III. RESULTS

Sound speed. Figure 3 shows that the speed of sou
does not vary significantly over the range 0<e8<0.2 for
three oil-in-gel dispersion samples, all having scatter
more compressible than the background gelatin. Invaria
was determined by finding that all the measurement po
for a given sample fall within the 99% confidence interv
~66.9 m/s! about the mean value for that sample. Includi
data from type I media with stiff scatterers~not shown in Fig.
3!, we determined the speeds of sound in each sample te
were independent of the applied strain, i.e.,c(e8,T)5c(T).

Attenuation. Figure 4 shows the relative change in th
attenuation coefficient for samples whene8<0.2. There is a
slight increase with compression, e.g., the linear regres
analysis gives b(e8)5a(e8)/a050.76e810.993 at 2.5
MHz and b~e8!50.25e810.991 at 5.0 MHz. There is no
physical reason for assuming a linear dependence, so t
equations are just a convenience. One point at 2.5 MHz
one at 5 MHz fall outside the 99% confidence interval f
stating that the expected value forb is one.

rs
rs
Insana et al.: Ultrasonic properties of random media
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The apparent increases inb with e8 in Fig. 4 could result
from the changing geometry of the experiment rather th
material properties of the sample. Because sound speed
significantly higher in all samples (1556 m/s<c<1590 m/s)
than in the surrounding water~1483 m/s!, it is possible that
compression varies the degree of sound wave refraction
thus modifies the echo detected. We explored this possib
by constructing samples A and B. Both are type I mater
and neither contained added scatterers. The only differen

FIG. 3. Speeds of sound are plotted as a function of percent compressio
oil-in-gel dispersions:d, sample 3;s, sample 4; andh, sample 5. Sample
numbers are listed in Tables I and II. Error bars indicate6one standard
deviation.

FIG. 4. Attenuation coefficients in dB/cm, normalized by the values at
compression,b(e8)5a(e8)/a0 , are plotted versus percent compression.~a!
2.5 MHz and~b! 5.0 MHz.n, sample 1;L, sample 2;d, sample 3; andh,
sample 5. Error bars indicate6sb . In ~b!, points labeled A and B refer to
measurements on samples A and B, as discussed in Sec. III. The solid l
b~e8!51 and the dashed lines define the 99% confidence interval tha
expected value is unity.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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that sample A is 2.5 cm thick while sample B is 2.0 cm thi
~80% of A!. We also eliminated the thin Lexan compressi
layer from the measurement and replaced it with a 2.5-
thick agar plate having a speed of sound matched to disti
water at room temperature to avoid reverberation. The ela
modulus of the agar was approximately 500 times that of
gelatin sample and therefore did not deform significan
during sample compression.

The attenuation coefficients, Eq.~3!, for uncompressed
samples A and B at 5 MHz areaA ~5 MHz, 0, 22 °C!50.69
60.12 dB/cm andaB ~5 MHz, 0, 22 °C!50.6460.16 dB/cm.
b~e8! increases slightly withe8 for sample A, similar to the
type I samples with scatterers@Fig. 4~b!#, reaching a maxi-
mum at b~0.2!51.043. The experimental conditions fo
sample A compressed toe850.2 and uncompressed sample
are identical, so the 7% attenuation difference, if significa
can only be due to the stress in sample A. The differenc
not significant, however, because the lack of scatterers
duces the attenuation value and hence increases the re
uncertainty:bB/A~0!5aB~0!/aA~0!50.92860.262~s.d.).

We conclude~a! that it is the varying measurement g
ometry and/or an absorption process in the stressed ge
that produces a small increase in attenuation withe8, the
former being most likely.~b! Surface reverberations and th
magnitude of volumetric scattering do not affectb. ~c! There
is no significant difference inb for type I and II samples.
Consequently, we seta( f ,e8,T).a( f ,T) for the purpose of
spectral estimation. This decision is discussed further in S
III and Appendix B.

Backscatter. Figure 5 suggests an obvious change in
backscatter echo spectra withe8 for the corn oil sample. As
this sample is compressed, the amplitudes of high-freque
spectral components are increased more than those at l
frequencies. This trend is more clearly visible in the me
sured centroid shifts plotted in Fig. 6;D f c5 f c(e8)2 f̄ c(0),
where f̄ c(0) is the average value for all six uncompress
samples listed in Tables I and II. Note thatf c(0) is deter-
mined primarily by the response of the ultrasound system
random scattering media, so it is not surprising that the c
troids measured for each undeformed sample are similar.
0<e8<0.3, the centroid shifts measured for the two glass-
gel samples were essentially zero. That is expected for
scatterers that are spatially reoriented but not individua

for

is
he

FIG. 5. Backscattered echo spectra via Eq.~4! are plotted for sample 3 a
0% ~solid!, 10% ~dotted!, 20% ~dashed!, and 30%~dot–dashed! compres-
sion.
3247Insana et al.: Ultrasonic properties of random media
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deformed—the scattering function is unchanged. The nu
ber density of scatterers remains constant withe8 because the
gelatin volume is conserved under deformation. Howev
liquid oil scatterers, being softer than the gel, easily defo
with the gelatin, which alters the scattering function. Sin
the centroid frequency increases, it appears that the chan
oil drop shape results in increased scattering at higher
quencies.

Measured values ofD f c for oil-in-gel samples are plot
ted as points along with predicted values,D f̃ c , displayed as
solid lines in Fig. 6. We see larger centroid shifts for sma
oil drops at higher compressions. We examined the sur
of several oil-in-gel samples under an inspection microsc
and found that the two corn oil and the peanut oil samp
had the smallest mean oil-drop diameter, roughly 20mm.
The average diameter of mineral oil drops was much lar
roughly 400mm. The oil-drop size appears to be determin
by oil viscosity and mixing time. The agreement among m
sured and predicted values in Fig. 6 leads us to conclude
the deformation of scatterers softer than the background
duces measurable and predictable changes in themeanecho
spectrum not observed with scatterers much stiffer than
background.

Samples were found to fracture at 0.3,e8,0.4. There-
fore c, a measurements were limited toe8,0.2 to ensure
sample integrity for scattering measurements. Echo spe
were acquired on each sample at 5% increments until f
tures became evident.

IV. DISCUSSION

Scattering in most soft biological tissues is believed
be a small percentage of the total attenuation. Absorp
mechanisms dominate propagational losses.26 Based on more
than a decade of experimentation with phantoms, our imp
sions are that scattering equals or exceeds absorptive lo
in glass-in-gel samples with glass-sphere diameters gre
than 20 mm, and absorption dominates attenuation in
oil-in-gel dispersion samples. However, measurements o
tal scattering cross sections are needed to make that det

FIG. 6. Measured change in centroid values for stiff scatterers~L, sample 1
and,, sample 2! and soft scatterers~d, sample 3;1, sample 38; s, sample
5; andh, sample 6!. Measured values obtained via Eq.~5! were subtracted
from the average value of all samples measured at 0% compression.
from the mineral oil sample is marked MO. Solid curves are predic
centroid shifts for oil-droplet spheroidal scatterers with uncompressed d
eters of 20 and 400mm.
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nation, and those measurements have not been made. G
these observations, it is not surprising that the mean e
spectrum in compressed dispersions can change without
nificantly affecting attenuation. We did not correct the spe
tral estimates for the slight increase in attenuation withe8.
Had we applied the correction, the centroid shiftD f c would
be slightly larger and the difference between type I and
scatterers in Fig. 6 would be greater. Also, correcting ec
spectra forb~e8! would yield an in increaseD f c for type I
materials, which seems likely. These effects are exami
quantitatively in Appendix B.

The observed spectral variance suggests that echo w
forms from lipid-filled biological media, such as breast ti
sue, can decorrelate when strained. Figure 6 shows thatD f c

is proportional toe8 for compressions up to 10%. Great
than 10%, the magnitude of the centroid shift depends
scatterer diameter, increasing faster for smaller Rayle
scatterers than larger Mie scatterers. This source of wa
form decorrelation, which has not been discussed in the
erature previously, could pose fundamental limitations
elasticity imaging of tissues with lipid-filled scattering site

We anticipated the effects of simple scaling strains
the frequency response of scattering from randompoint tar-
gets, and suggested a pulse-shaping method to miti
waveform decorrelation.11 Pulse shaping would be helpfu
for strain estimation in the glass-in-gel samples. Howev
the deformation of finite-size scatterers, as described in
report, further decorrelates echo waveforms in a manner
cannot be anticipated or compensated in an individual sp
trum, e.g., that from a single time series. Scatterer defor
tion changes the scattering response and hence is an irre
ible source of echo decorrelation. Strain imaging algorith
that work well in simulation or using phantom data, usua
perform at a reduced level in tissues, in the sense that de
relation noise is increased.27

Spectral variance poses problems for strain imaging
also offers opportunities to identify the sources of scatter
in biological media. Measurements ofD f c in breast tissues
for example, may be used to distinguish the relative con
bution of scattering from collagen-filled~stiff! versus lipid-
filled ~soft! structures. IfD f c50, we can assume any lipid
component to the tissue acts as a matrix media that cont
scatterers but does not scatter sound significantly. Alter
tively, if the centroid increases linearly with compressio
then it is likely that soft, deformable scatterers play a sign
cant role in echo formation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The average sound speed, attenuation, and echo s
trum from random, tissue-like scattering media contain
stiff spheres is unchanged by uniaxial compressions up
40%. This finding verifies a fundamental assumption
quired for strain imaging using these media. However,
mean echo spectrum increases with compressive strain
erentially at high frequency and in a predictable manner
media containing deformable scatterers. Consequently,
use of ultrasonic echoes to track movement of lipid-fill
scattering objects in the body will suffer additional wav
form decorrelation in proportion toe8. These effects were

ata
d

-
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observed in phantoms but have yet to be examined in
logical tissues. Our results suggest caution in design
strain imaging techniques and new opportunities for ide
fying scattering sources in biological media.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we briefly summarize the scatteri
equation for the oblate spheroid described by Senior
Uslenghi,28 which is applied in the last part of Sec. II.

An oblate spheroid is formed by rotating an ellipse ab
its minor axis. Plane sound waves at wavelengthl and tem-
poral frequencyf,

pi5exp@ i2p~x3 /l2 f t !#, ~A1!

are assumed to be incident on the spheroid. The minor sp
oid axis, direction of wave propagation, and direction of t
applied deformation force are all oriented alongx3 ~Fig. 1!.
The time-independent form of the scattered pressure in
farfield of one acoustically soft spheroid~‘‘soft’’ means the
pressure difference across the scatterer surface is zero! is

pf522(
n50

`
i n

Nn~2 iq !

Rn
~1!~2 iq,i j1!

Rn
~3!~2 iq,i j1!

3Rn
~3!~2 iq,i j1!Sn~2 iq,21!Sn~2 iq,h!. ~A2!

~j,h,f! are spheroidal coordinates related to rectangular
ordinates (x1 ,x2 ,x3) via

x15
b

2
A~j211!~12h2! cosf,

~A3!

x25
b

2
A~j211!~12h2! sinf, x35

b

2
jh,

where 0<j,`, 21<h<1, and 0<f,2p. j andh contours
form sets of confocal ellipses and hyperbolas, respectiv
that have been rotated about the minor axis, which is para
to x3 . The surfaceuju5j1 ~constant! defines the scattere
boundary with major axis lengthb(j211)5r 0 /A12e8 and
minor axis lengthbuju5(12e8)r 0 . The last two expression
give the relationship between engineering strain and scat
geometry in elliptical coordinates.q is the product of the
wave number, 2p/l, and half the elliptical interfocal dis
tance,b/2.

The advantage of elliptical coordinates is that the wa
equation becomes separable in terms of radial and ang
solutions. Rn

( j )(2 ic8,i j), j 51,2,3 are radial spheroida
wave functions of thejth kind, andSn(2 ic8,h) are angular
spheroidal wave functions, wheren is a positive integer.
@Note that plane waves incident along the minor axis me
that the subscript integerm found for these wave functions i
~Ref. 28! is zero. For example,Rmn

( j ) (2 ic8,i j)um50[Rn
( j )

(2 ic8,i j).# These are the radial and angular ‘‘solutions’’
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the wave equation in spheroidal coordinates.Sn(2 ic8,h) are
found from expansions in associated Legendre functions
the first kind.29 Similarly, Rn

( j )(2 ic8,i j) are formed from
sums of weighed spherical Bessel functions.Nn(2 ic8) are
functions of associated constants, including eigenvalues
the differential equation. These are formed using recurre
formulas and tables of constants given by Flammer.29 The
notation, derivations, and formulas coded inFORTRAN and
MATLAB for our application are due to Flammer, althoug
relations described by Lowan in Chap. 21 of Abramow
and Stegun on spherical wavefunctions30 were helpful. Read-
ers wishing to do the same should be aware of difference
the coordinate systems used in these28–31 and other refer-
ences and a few typos, e.g., a missing minus sign in
~3.1.7! in Ref. 29.

Tabulated values for functions and constants are give
several of the references cited above. These were use
determine the number of terms in the respective sums nee
for convergence. Convergence was established when
computed values varied from the tabulated values less
0.01%.

APPENDIX B

In this appendix we explore the magnitude of the effe
of ultrasonic frequency-dependent attenuation on the spe
centroid and explains our model for echo formation.

Assume a linear, time-invariant imaging system th
maps the acoustic impedance function for the object be
scanned,z(x) into an echo samplegm via the convolution
integral adapted from Maurice and Bertrand,32

gm5F E
2`

`

dx hS tm2
2x

c D z9~x!G1nm .

Acoustic impedance and its second derivative,z9
5]2z/]x2, are generally functions of three spatial dime
sions but for this purpose are simplified to one dimensionx.
Derivatives are taken along the direction of wave travel.nm

is a noise sample.h(t) is the pulse-echo impulse respons
having carrier frequencyf 0 and pulse-length parameters t ,
that we model for all timet assuming the Gaussian form,

h~ t !5
1

A2ps t

exp~2t2/2s t
2!sin~2p f 0t !. ~B1!

It is known that if you represent the object functionz(x) as a
spatially uncorrelated Gaussian random variable, the
pected frequency spectrum of the echo data is determine
the impulse response of the imaging system.33 Furthermore,
it has been shown that the echo amplitude from a Gaus
pulse undergoing Rayleigh scattering and exponential atte
ation remains Gaussian, although the peak frequency
spectral width vary~see Appendix C in Ref. 34!. Conse-
quently, it is reasonable to represent the magnitude of
echo frequency response as

uH~ f !u5exp@22p2~ f 2 f 0!2s t
2#, f >0 ~B2!

whereH( f ) is the Fourier transform ofh(t). From Eq.~5!, it
can be shown that the centroid frequency foruH( f )u is f 0 .
3249Insana et al.: Ultrasonic properties of random media
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Our concern is the change in spectral centroid from
cess attenuation caused by sample compression. We m
the effects of excess attenuation as a change in the frequ
response of the measurement system,

uH~ f ,e8!u5exp@22p2~ f 2 f 0!2s t
2#

3exp@2A~ f ,e8!#, f >0. ~B3!

The excess attenuation,A( f ,e8), is found from the ratio of
attenuation factors,

exp@2A~ f ,e8!#5
exp@22~aL2a0L0!#

exp@22a0~L2L0!#

5exp@22L~a2a0!#,

wherea[a( f ,e8)>a0[a( f ,0), andL0 , L are the sample
thicknesses before and after compression producing straie8.
Therefore

A~ f ,e8!52L~a2a0!52a0L0~12e8!~b21!, ~B4!

where b5a/a0 and e85(L02L)/L0 were defined previ-
ously. If there is no excess attenuation,a5a0 andA( f ,e8)
50.

We modeled the attenuation coefficient in Eq.~B4! as a
quadratic function of frequency,a05q01q1f 1q2f 2; see
Tables I and II. Defining the constantsC52L0(12e8)(b
21), C1511q2C/2p2s2, and combining the exponent o
Eq. ~B3! with Eq. ~B4! and the quadratic attenuation mode
we find

22p2s t
2S f 222 f f 01 f 0

21C
q01q1f 1q2f 2

2p2s t
2 D

522p2s t
2C1F f 22

2

C1
S f 02

Cq1

4p2s2D f 1
f 0

2

C1

1
Cq0

2p2s2C1
G . ~B5!

Adding and subtracting the term

1

C1
2 S f 02

Cq1

4p2s2D 2

from Eq. ~B5! allows us to complete the square and find

22p2s t
2C1H F f 2

1

C1
S f 02

Cq1

4p2s t
2D G2

2
f 0

2

C1
2 ~12C1!J

1
C2q1

2

8p2s t
2C1

22S Cq01
f 0q1C

C1
D . ~B6!

The effect of excess attenuationA~e8!.0 on the magnitude
of the backscattered spectrum is given by terms that dep
on frequency, viz., the first term in Eq.~B6!. The spectral
width is modified by the factorC1 and the centroid is down
shifted from f 0 by the amount

1

C1
S f 02

Cq1

4p2s t
2D 2 f 0 . ~B7!

Figure 4~a! shows bmax.1.17 at e850.2. In all casesL0

52.54 cm. The coefficientsq0 , q1 , andq2 for the samples
3250 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 6, December 2001
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are listed in Tables I and II~in dB!. For a Gaussian pulse a
2.5 MHz center frequency having a full-width-at-hal
maximum value of two wavelengths,s t51/A2 ln 2f0

50.34ms. With these values and Eq.~B7!, the attenuation-
compensated centroid shifts measured for the oil-in-
samples would increase values in Fig. 6, at most, by 13 k
at e850.2. Corresponding values ofD f c for the glass-in-gel
samples would increase, at most, 6.5 kHz for sample 1
4.1 kHz for sample 2 if compensated for attenuation. Th
compensating for attenuation effects on the backscatter s
tra would increase the relative differences between the m
surements for type I and II samples shown in Fig. 6.
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